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INTRODUCTION

The fo llowing un it discusses the development of reading comprehension .

Topics considered are genera 1 unders t anding, influence of vocab-

ulary and word meaning, relationsh ips
niques for study a nd questioning.

1:0

subJect matter areas, a nd te ch -

The trainer s hould be aware tha-c

com prehension is a general inte llectual functi on

that the associa tion

with the reading task is only one of circumstance--the reading lesson is,
therefore, only one of several situations i n which co!T'prehension may be
developed .

All other instances of la nguage use are a lso appropriate for

developing those skills of understa nding known as comprehe n s ion.
Teacher training techniques are no t sugges ted in the text.

The best

method of training teachers to deve lop comprehensi e,!l skills is a simple
two-step process . First, have the teachers coi!'ph.. ce exe rcises as if they
were students .

Then ha ve the teachers construct exercis es a nd practice

teaching each other. Reading descriptions of teaching practices may serve
as an introduction, but one must be cautioned that such readings aren::>t
adeq uate for developing pedagogical skill.

The Editors
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UNIT I

ANALYSIS OF STYLE

Finding and Unders tand ing Main Idea s
The ability to find out the most important thing a n author is trying
to say--the central thought or main idea--i s perhaps the most important of all s peci fic comprehension skills . W ithout it, the reader gets
lost in a mass of deta il, ins pecting trees but unable to see the fore st.
Selecting the main idea from the many other ideas, re quires comparison,
judgment, and discrimination. Because of this, getting the main idea
is often easy for the bright but very d ifficult for those of limited menta l
ability, who are like ly to be more successful with deta ils.
Rea ding to extract the main idea is demanded in a ·wide va riety
of materials: storie s, novels, most newspaper reports, magazine artic les,
and other informative writings .

Much recreationa l read ing fa lls into this

class, but not a ll. This type of reading shou ld be done at a rela tivel y
rapid rate though not i naccurately or superficially .

Readi ng rapid l y and

accurately to apprehend the main idea is not an easy skill to acquire,
partly because attitudes due to empha sis upon remembering det a ils

ha ve tended to become hab itual.
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Development of skill !:1 3 ;,,;;;:-£>he:ndi.:g the main idea can be cultivated by a va riety cf exe:-c!£es . fa:~te~!:ic:n. may be dirnct ed to the role
played by i ntroductions end .::r.•~ ,ksic~s, topical sentences, headings
and sub-hea dings and :1.ew~paper headlines. In discussing these roles,
it is i mportant t ha t the pupil does n~-: substitute t he reading of conclusions, t o pical sentences, and so ::m, for re.a ding t he whole article.
He s hould reali ze that they provide a patter.. which is useful in directing
his attention to the main idea developed in the entire text.

Complete

reading of the ,aterial is nece;;;;:; 1ry for clarifying concepts and acquiring
more complete understa nding.

1. Topic sentences. Students c3n be as1<.ed to find one sentence
in a paragraph that contains the central t hought. In dis cussing tl-1e
differences between e. topic senter:ce and ot her sentences, paragraph
structure is analyzed. Students learn to expect that usually the first
or the last s entence sta t es the :na!:1 idea.
2. Introductory and concludin;i oaragraohs. I n well-written
selections , there is oiten an 1:1·::roductory paragraph or secHon tha t
sets the purpose or explains t he scope of the selection, and a conclud ing paragraph or section that summarizes . Students can be trained to
read i ntroductions and conclusions carefully , looking for the main
idea or ideas.
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3.

Titles and headi!lgs. An author usually tries to convey his

main theme in the title he gives a selection, a nd in informational
material the main idea of each section is suggested in the heading.
Discussion of title and hea ding sometimes dis close::; disagreements
about interpretation which can be settled by reading the selection to see
what the title or heading really means. In more formal ~xe:rcises, students
can be given selections from which titles and headings have been removed.
They can be as ked to choose among several alternatives in multiplechoice questi ons, or to write their own headings or titles.

N<.::Jws

articles for which they are to w:1te headlines are ;xitticularly gocd
for this purpose.
4.

One-sentence summeries. Asking s tudents to state the gist

of a passage or sel~ction in one sentence is a c hallenging way to
get them to try to distill the 9ssentiul idea from the many details.

If several summary sentences are proposed, they can be placed on
the chalkboard and criteria for choosing the best summary can be
developed in discussion.

Questions ca n be worded in v"arious ways.

What is it all about ? What is the main idea? What would be a good
title? What question is the autho:- answering? In interpreting narrative material, understanding of main ideas frequently can b9 tested
by asking how a central character felt at a critical point .
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5. Skimminq for a ge neral i mpress ion. A very useful procedure
is learning to skim through an entire selection rapidly and super ficially to get a t ota l i mpression ,

This can be helpful in g~vi!'!.g an

idea of the scope of a chapter that is to be studied carefully; in
getting an idea of a writer ' s main point without b otheri ng a b out
de tails; in sampling a book t o s ee i_f it is likely to be i ntere sti ng,
or s uita b l e in difficulty. or Ek.e iy to c ontain the inforr:-:ation T'.:e'Jd~d.
A 3•jecif lc purpos e n~.ed ,, t,..., i: <-~ set, which can be sadsfied b 7 thi s
kind c,c ski r,,rri! ·g,
Failure To Grasp Main Idea
Many students fail to grasp significant fa cts for severa l reasons .
First of all, they are not taught to listen effectively to recogni ze
centra l thought. Secondly , there is sometimes overemphasis on
intensive study of details which are not a l ways s ignificant. Studen ts
are required to rea d every word as though each one were of equal
value. They are not taught to grasp significant details that will
enable them to gain a clear idea of what a paragraph is about and to
discard all irrelevant details .

They must be encouraged to let the ir

eyes jump along the line to get meaning from whatever words end
phrases their eyes meet, rather than to try to see every word a nd
get every idea i n each line.
The ability to read for main ide3s i s one that must be developed
gradually . From the time a student begins to read, systematic
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instruction should b e prov ided both in list e ning a nd rea ding to ga in
general impressions. Exercis es that deve lop s ki ll in this important
aspect of comprehens ion should be provided a t e a ch reading level.
In order for a student to improve Ms comprehens ion, he must
be able to reorganiz e t he thoughts and material which he has mad ,
u sing his own words , a nd be able to discuss thi s mate rial with
others . If he is not a ble to pu: the materisl into his own words,
+hen he is act ua lly unable to ~omprehend the ma terial and it is
too d ifficult fer "'im.

Directly Stated Fact s

Introduction
This skill is often used when testing, not only in read~ng
but in other areas as w e ll .

Too often questions re q uire an

answer which is simply a "ciirectly 5'ta t ed fa ct" or a detail, and
too often the "directly stated fact" is really unimportant .

How

can you tell which "facts " are importa nt ? Just how i mportant are
"directly stated facts"?

How much empha sis should b e placed

on this skill? What are the better ways t o as k question s c a lling
for details? What are s ome ma teria l s tha t could b e used for a
student who is weak i n "directly stated fa cts "?
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Rea d ing For Details
If na t ion-wide st2nda:::-dized tests are to be believed, our children

ha ve been ta ught to read for details better than any other reading skill.
But is t his good? Pr obably reading for details is the least important
of a ll the s kills as it is so seldo:n needed.
Rea d i ng for details means slow reading, thorough reading. It
is the opposite of speed or ra ~id reading or skimming. By implication teachers have ass urni:;rl t hat thorough reading, which must b9
slow in order •, be thoroug h, i r "good" reading.

This text question s

s uch philosophy .

Noting Details , A Function Of Ccntent
Certainly there are some kinds of ma t e rial that must be read
more ca refully than others··-recipes , legal documents, directions
for complicated toys or €lectrical ap;,liances are but a few examples.
But t he slow-u p of the eye s pan to rea:i such cannot be proved, er
at l e a st has n ot been proved , to be a function of y-aini.n.g___.

One reads

slow ly beca u s e of the nature of the situation or of the material. In
brief, rea ding for details should be a function of content, not a
function of tra ining . If a reader does not recognize that the material
to be read calls for thoroughness, he is not reading for meaning.
If reading ha s a purpos e that is accepted by the reader , there i s

no tra ining necessary to make the ma.ding careful.
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Noting Details In Excess Causes Disability
More seriously, reading for detail ha s too often come to be a
punitive matter. In public schools teachers often punish children
for reading rapidly, a nd require them to read and reread to get
some minor point. Regressive eye movements are a reading disability.

The rare times that such details are needed should not

be a result of such poor teaching as to produce a disability.

Yet

this can happen.

Questioning For Detail s
When does a teacher probe tc assess the students' ability
to read for details? First the type of material w ill dictate
whether or not such an activity is ::iecessary.
Three NYC students had found a set of directions to make
an electromagnet. During the individual conference with the
teacher, one of them brought this

t0

light.

The teacher called

them all together for a s ession as follows :
TEACHER:
ALL:

TEACHER:
BOY NO. 1:
TEACHER:
BOY NO. 2 :
TEACHER:
BOY NO . 3:
TEACHER:
BOY NO. 1:

You all want to make an e lectromagnet?
Yes
What is the first thing that you do?
We need to get one or two dry cells, and
some wire .
Ho-.., much wire? What kind?
Two or three feet of insulated wire .
Yes. Are the cells and the wire all you need?
Oh no! We need some t h umbtacks and a
large nail.
0. K. VVhat then, is the first thing to do?
Put it a 11 tcgether, and make it work .
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TEll C HER:
6 0'1 NO. 2:
TU1 C HER:

BOY NO. 2·
BOY NO. 3·

How do you know when it is working?
When the nail becomes a magnet .
I would like you to experiment with these
materials first to see if you can work it
out without d irections. That is the most
scientific wa y to do it. You will be better
scientists in the long run if you depend on
your hunches than if you de~end upon written
directions. But , neverthe les s, there is a
place for print ed or writte n dire c tions.
Can y ou figure out what that place might be?
Sure--to see how our own experiment is
like the directions .
We may find a short cut to ma k i ng the electromagnet that we hadn 't t:1ought of.

This interchange during a reg ularly organized group conference
shows how a teacher can help students to see that details are important under certain conditions.
On a magnetic note, some questions might be cited that are a
waste of time, as they stem from a teacher's suspicion and mistaken
notion that pupils do not read well unless they read "thoroughly . :•
Recognizing pertinent details means exa ctly that. There must
be a real purpose for the question other than tes ting the pupil to
"make sure he has read what he was supposed t o ." To trip up a
pers on, to ma k e him guess the one right answer t he tea c her might
have in mind, is not good t eaching. When the questions lead to
more a nd more d is c ussion, t o deeper examination of t he topic
involve d , to the extending of "living area" beyond the limits
of t he story--then the teacher is truly an educator.
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Reading to Note Relevant Details
\ Vhen the student has had considerable experience in finding main
ideas, details are needed for a complete understanding of that ide a.
Reading for relevant deta ils i s demanded in certain content areas:
science , geography, arithmetic , home economics, and history. It
is much slower reading than the reading for general impressions or
rnain ideas, direc tly related to the reader 's purpose. If he is seeking
dates or pertinent data for an experiment o: c.y iS truction activit y, he
must read carefully and relate the details t o each other and the main
idea. It is possible that much of our classroom testing encourages
pupils to read for details, which are often really unimportant.

This

is not i ntended to discount the necessity of reading for deta ils, but
many details are useless t o a pers on unless he s ees them in re lation
to main ideas .

The t e acher may find these a ctiv:ties helpful in

teaching students to read for relevant details.

1 .,.

Select a paragraph which contains a c le arly state d
ma in i dea and several supporting details. Read the
main idea and identify it as such for the s tudents.
Now ask them to write down the details wh ich they
hear as you read the remainder of the para graph .
Allow the students to compare the details which they
have selected.

2.

State a ma in idea and encourage the pupils to read
a selection for details which wi ll explain or support
that idea.

3.

At upper-grade leve ls , have t he students list all
of the details which have been g iven in a particular paragraph or selection. Then classify the
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details, as to their contribution to the ma in
idea, a s important, as mere ly informative , or
as actually unnecessary. This may aid the
student in seeing that he must be prepared
a t all times to "to let words go" when they
are not essential to his purpose for reading
the selection.
4.

Select a problem for discussion, perha ps from
social studies. Discuss the problem cdrefully
and list the information which the students know
about the problem from their previous experience s.
Through discussion, decide what information is
needed to solve the problem and elicit opi nions
as to where the informatio n might be found. After
the students have gathered the inforn '3tion , discuss
the relevancy of each person ' s contributions. Now
it is time to organize the details which have been
ga thered , and this may be done by listing all of
the relevant details on the blackboard and then
numbering them in order in which they should
appear for giving the best solution to the problem .
Although this would appear to be a technique
whi ch one might use with upper-grade instruction,
it is nice ly adaptable to middle level , if care is
t a ken to limit the problem.

Inferences
Understanding ideas which an author states outright is essential to rea ding.

However, the good reader does more. He is sen-

sitive to ideas which the author merely suggests or implies. When
a reader draws conclusions of his own from hints or fa cts given
by the author, he is ma king inferences. Then, when an author
writes, "Mrs. Bronson smiled," the reader infers that Mrs . Bronson
was probably pleased. When a sent ence s a ys , "The ranger dug
spurs till flecks of b lood spotted the flanks of h is horse," the
reader infers that (1) the ranger was seated on a horse, and (2) the
ranger was urging his mount forward.
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Ma : ing inferences is a normal, essential part of everyda y liv ing.
Every..:,1"fo is continually drawing conclusions from things they see,
hear, s me ll, fee l, or taste.

For example , one can infer quite a bit

about people from t heir belongings or their surround ings. A stack
of progressive jaz z records suggests an interest in a certain kind
of music; a bedroom floor littered with dirty clothes , shoes , candy
bar wrappings, and empty coke bottles hints at a careless occupant.
If you want to be sure tha t your conclusions about a person are

correct, you must observe wha t he does in the story as we ll as what
he says .

For example, if someone a t dinner exclaimed over the

"delicious creamed spinach," but left his portion uneaten , you
would probably feel that what he did was truer expression of
his feelings than his flattering remarks . You would infer from
his actions that he doesn't like creamed spinach . It is also
very important to pay close attention to the opening sentences
in anything you read , for here the author often provi de s c l ue s
from which you ca n infer what kind of piece you are read ing and
what it will be about.
Nothing is more fundamental to clear and logica l thought
than the ability to disti nguish between an observation and an
inference that is made about an observation . Many pitfalls
in log ic al thinking c a n be avoided if this d i stinction is continually made and used .
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An c bservation is a personal experience that is obtained through
one of the senses. An inference is an explanation of an observation
and results from thinking about the observation.

The thought process

is frequently strongly conditioned by past experiences, and may take
place in a fraction of a second .

For example, you may be in your

living room and see a bright flash outside the window. Almost
immediately after the flash you hear a loud crashing noi s e. In
less than a second you may begin to state your inference , "lightning
struck something not very far away." This inference is the result
of two observations--light and sound. It is based on past experience
with lightning and thunder including the knowledge that the time
interval between the flash and the sound is a measure of how far
away the lightning struck.

Do you suppose that your immediate

reaction might have been to make a different inference about the
flash of light and the loud noise if you had been a marine just
returned home from Vietnam?
There is much disagreement among the reading experts about
the starting place for critical reading which is the main heading
that inferences fall

under. Some say start at the first grade

reading level and others say wait until the student rea ches the
third or fourth grade reading level.

The good rule of thumb to

remember is this: The WHY questions and other inferential
questions should occur only when pupils have acquired sufficient
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control of the language and understanding of the cultural moves involved.
Use the following guide as to the types of inferences and each
level:
BEGINNING READING:
(1)

Very general inferences and drawing conclusions.

INTERMEDIATE READING:
(1)

Inferring the meaning of a single proverb or maxim and
re la ting it to his own activiti es.

(2)

Seeing how t o apply proverbs and maxims learned in
the classroom to outside situations.

(3)

Inferring general implications from fables and legends.

(4)

Inferring relationships not stated.

(5)

Noting cause and effect relationships.

(6)

Draw ing conclusions.

The teacher should work to discover if the student has not only
gained t he central thought or main idea , but i s awa re of the "between
the lines " meaning of the selection. The point of his personal approval
or disapproval is not germane here . Does he see, does he realize
what is being implied if not actually said? Does he catch subtitles?
Has he been fooled in some ways? Here are some questions.
(1)

Do you think the story is really about_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ?

(2 )

Is there something here that isn't a c t ually said?

(3)

Is there anything in the story that was not the same as
you've heard somewhere e ls e?

(4)

Do you think you can believe what it says? Why? Why not?

(5)

What is problem of_ _ _ _ _ _ _(.a character in the story)?
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(6)

Is there a lesson to be learned ? What?

Tl-v ; tudent needs to discover the many thoughts the writer did
not put into his writing directly. Sometimes the difference between
what is meant and what is said is slight. Sometimes it means exactly
opposite of what is said. Sometimes a thouqht ,-.as left out altogether, and the reader supplies it through his ow:1 thinking, in order
t o understand what t he writer meant. When t he student reads between
the lines to fi nd out what the writer reall) means, he is making inferences , and getting more meaning from the woru . •
There are several different kinds of inferences:
(1)

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Inferences
Inferences
Inferences
Inferences
Inferences

based
based
based
based
based

upon
upon
upon
upon
upon

observation of qualities or properties .
definitions.
condition and outcome.
purpose or goal .
rules.

The skill of inference is necessary t o the student as he pursues
all of his studies. It also prepares him for exomininq t he sources and
criteria for knowledge.
In teaching the student to use details to arrive at inferred meaning,
it is often possible that the student be misled to infer too much. An
inference is a truth drawn from another truth or sometimes called a
conclusion. Each person s hould be taught to ask himself of each
inference: "Does this inference mnke sense?"
Workbook materials are very good aids in developing all skills.
Almost all workbooks contain exercises on making inferences on all
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levels. Teacher-made materials can also be used, but are time consuming .ror the teacher and can sometimes run into great expense.
However, they can be used to great advantages to provide for individual
needs within the class. The teacher should keep in mind that exercises
such as these are intended only for practice , and should be used as
such .

The practice is only a means to the e nd.

The end should be

the ability of the student to use each skill in a functional situation.
With this fact in mind, the tea c her should use the understanding the
students ha ve gained through these exercises a t e ach possible opportunity.

He should teach the s tudents to transfer the learning from one

situation to another, and the student can only do this through his
teacher's help. In preparing these practice exercises, the teacher
should keep in mind that they will be effective only if he uses situations meaningful to his students.
Some examples of the ways in which beginn ing readers may
practice the ability to infer are:
(1)

Inferring from the picture accompanying the story the action that
is to be expected.

(2)

After a story is read, discussing with the students questions like
the following: What kind of person do you think Jim was? What
made you believe he was brave?

(3)

Have students infer from pictures of certain stereoty pes, who they
are and what their job is.
Some examples of the ways in which practice may be gained in

making inferences in the upper reading levels are:
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1.

After a select1on has been read the teacher could ask thought
prov ':ing questions that could not be answered through factual
infl , 1a tion a lone.

2.

Provide practice in making inferences through obser vation. A
good way to accomplish this is t hrough scientific observation.
For example:
A. You place a lighted candle directly beh::::ci a s oda bottle.
You send your breath directly to the front , f the bottle, and
the candle goes out.
1 • What happened?
2. How do you know what happened?

3.

Have the students make inferences , and then
ha ,·" them consider
the validity of their inferences through an examir.ation of the
evidence.

4.

Have the students make if-then inferences. Example:
A. If the Diamond Football Team is behind by a score of 14 to 12
and the other team has the ball, what can happen t o change
the score in the one minute that remains in the game?

5.

Have the students make inferences according t o a rule.
A. Explain the error in the following s entence.
1. John's friend and his dog is t here.
B . Explain why you do the following.
1. Wash your hands before you e at .

6.

Have the students make inferences through der r:iHons. In order
to do t his, have the students read a passage, a'1d then :ake words
from t hat passage and have the students define them according
to the way they are used in the story.

7.

It is possible to use pictures at these levels and have the students
make inferences from what they see in the picture.

B.

Other ways to give the student practice in making inferences
is to provide exercises such as the folJowing:
1. Standing behind tr·" curtain, she could smell the make-up
and feel the hot lights.
Where is she ?
a . at a beauty shop
b. in ;:i theater
c. at a dance
2. Fred has a good imagina tion and likes to draw.
Fred is probably an _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Example:
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3.

January, the first month , is named a fter Janus, a Roma n god
d doors and g ate s. Janus has two faces--one that opens in;
and one that opens out.
1 . February comes after January.
2. The Romans honored doors and gates.
3. All months are named after Roman god s .
4 . The Romans had more than one god.
5 . The Romans didn't know how to make ga tes.
Aft er reading the paragraph carefully, choose the statements that
would make good inferences.
9.

Use poetry since thes e are classic examples of inferential reading.
Students reading on junior or senior high leve l may get practice

in making inferences in the following ways :
1.
2.
3.
4.

Author's slant a nd bias of a reading selection .
Being able to interpret symbolic language in a selection.
Being a b le to determine the theme of a story.
These students can also get practice i n making inferences in
the same ways that students reading on the upper e lementary
level use; however, the material used should be on a more
difficult level.

There are many materials on the market today and almost all of
them ca n be used to develop the i nfere nce s kills whether it is listed
as part of its function or not. Just a few are listed be low to give
some idea:
Controlled Reader
E. D. L. Study Skills
Building Read ing Skills
Reading Skilltexts
Newspapers
S. R.A . Materials
Tactics I, II, III
R . F.U. Materials
Webster C lassroom Clinic
(10) The science program--process approach
(1)

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

1R

Following Directions
One of the most important uses for reading in everyda y life is to
find out how to do things .

Think of the innumera ble occasions every

day whic h demand ski ll in reading directions .

More and more people

depend on prin ted directions a nd manua ls of procedure. A housewife ,
a mechanic , a student a ll need to know how to read c arefully and accurately and to follow a series of d irections precisely and in correct
order.
The ability to read directions requires a synthesis of many basic
skills and techniques .

It als o req uires a slower, more de lib erate

type of rea ding than is necessary for other situations.
Beca use there is a definite order in the pre sentation of ma teria 1
and because the relationship between the various steps mus t constantly be kept in mind and understood as you read, this type of
reading may req uire a slower and more conserva tivc- pace. You may
also have to re-read more t han usua 1. Do not be unduly conc erned ,
therefore, if your rate declines somewhat and you note yourself
making more regressions than normal for this exa cting type of material,
especially i n the early stages of learning to read to fo llow d irections.
Try, however, to increase your rate and t o decrease regressive ten dencies as you im prove your s ki ll in reading to follow directions.
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Ste ps in R:-ading To Follow Directions
1.

Look for the Directions. This is the first step in following
direc tions , name ly, to find them. It is amazing how many
persons never see the directions that the author places before their eyes. Students fail to see the directions on t ests .
Adults bµy items and then rush into using them without so
much as looking for the directions that they know are close
by.

2.

Put Your Preconceived Notions Away. This is a corollary
t o the preceding point. Many people read dire c tions with
their minds already made up before they begin to rea d . They
know how i t should be done, but they' 11 look at t he directions anyway. The n they g o ahead and do it how they were
going to d o it before.

3.

Read thro ugh the Directi ons Rapid l y at First. Dire c tions
should be read the first time carefully and completel y , but
also rapid ly. Look for the final goal toward whi ch the whole
set of direct ions is tending . To get the over-a ll view is
very important. Skim first: orient yourself to whole situa tions . Of course, you will want t o read again, more c arefu lly, the steplike progression of points that lead to the
fina l goal in mind . See that goa l, therefore, early in the
process with unmi stakable c larity.

4.

Try to Understand the Logi c of Ea c h Step. A c hara cteristic
of directi ons is that e a ch s tep follows every other in logical sequence. First, this; then , that; and after that, a
third thing: That i s the formula . Try to see how each operation hinges on the one before it and how tha t , in turn,
serves as a preparation for what is t o follow .

5.

Visualize the Critica l Points. See the steps as you rea d
them. Try to see yourself doing exa ctly what the words
are telling you to do. Note especially the c ritic al points .
If the directions tell y ou to t urn left two blocks and then
right, there are three critica 1 points where you might err:
You must be sure the first turn is to t he left, then a fter
proceeding two b locks you turn to the right.

6.

Note Especia lly the Key Words. Scale down the worda ge
and keep a sharp eye open for the key words .
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7.

Re·,,'·,. v the Steps in a Final Summing Up. Finally, read
t he L, rections again, rapidly, noting i!'l a kind of lastloo:- cechniq ue every turn of the thought, every change
in d irection at a critical point. Note the key words and
es st;ntial data . Keep an eye always ope :1 for the direc tional words that are alwa ys sig"lpos ts: now , then, after
that , lastly. Visualize the whole process agc:in as you
go over it. Try to wrap up the package in y our own thinking as a complete and compact whole, a ~•2v1r r-packed
bundle of dire c tions. Know precisely what is to be done,
how, when, and under what conditions. A f i na 1 review
will help to fix all this in your mind .
0

Pra ctice in reading and following directions is best provided
in relation to activi ties w hich adults wish to cc..ry out or skills
which they want to learn. In many subjects, textbooks contain
directions which can be used for reading practice • This is particularly true in arithmetic and science. Direction for handwork
activities can also be used to good effect. If the task is one easily
corrected or repeated, the student can attempt to carry it out w ithout
preliminary discussion and the teacher can judge

r-y the

results

whether the directions were properly read. If the ta sk is a long one
or involves expensive materials, it is desirable firs t to discuss the
directions and clarify any misconceptions through rereading a nd
further discussion .
Many different sources of material can be used. Men like
to work on directions from magazines like Popular Mechanics, d irections for performing scientific experiments, and so on . Women
can be interested in cooking recipes , directions for sewing, knitting, making household articles, and the like . When additiona 1
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practice lr.. following directions seems to be needed, workbook exercises c a n b e employed.

UNIT II

VOCABULARY

Situa tional ethics or morals have a counterpart in teaching the comprehension skills .

If in doubt as to what to t each , this author's response

would be, "Teach vocabulary !" The situation is a lways right.

Consider

these reasons:
1.

Most psychologists consider vocabulary the most reliable
measure of intelligence .

2 . Words are the tools of thought. Without the precis e word,
a pers on can onl y express e motion, not coherent thoughts.
3.

Most research shows a high correlation betwe en vocabulary
a nd comprehension. Which one controls or a dvances the other
is as incalculable as which comes first , the. c hicken or the egg.

4 . Vineyard and Ma ss ey found that even whe n intelligence is held
constant there still is a sufficiently high relationship between
comprehension a nd vocabu lary proficiency to attempt to improve
comprehension through vocabulary training . 1
Studies t e nd to indicate that vocabu lary study is ben eficial , but
t hat pupils with a verage or above average ab ility profit more than those
of below a verage ability .

Pupils tend to learn words better if they have

a n immediat e ne ed t o use them.

Fina lly , a combination of tea ching

methods seems t o be better th a n the use of any one a lone.
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Avenu0s for teaching vocabulary are constructed by the very nature of
English vocabulary. The following list outlines these constructs which
may serve as teaching guides in the development of word meaning s:
I.

Contextual setting. The specific meaning e licited by a word is the
function of the context in which the word occurs. This is not only
the verbal context but also the cultural and structural context .
1.

Antonym clue -- (Ed was talkative while Bill remained
taciturn.) The sentence structure provides the parallelism and the contrast necess ary for understanding the
word taciturn.

2.

Synonym clue -- (Her fri endliness to strangers wa s a sore
poiht with him. However, her amicable ways did advance
his own social position.) Although the phrase "friendliness to strangers is not in the same sentence , it is
obviously synonymous with amicable way s.
II

II

II.

11

3.

Definition clue -- (Some industries h ire a pprentices who
learn as they work. )

4.

Experience clue -- (The teacher was mortified ! How c ould
she have forgotten to cha nge shoes. Bedroom slippers in
the classroom!) The reader is able to decide on what is
meant by "mortified" by relating the teacher's reaction to
his own experience or knowledge of human behavior.

Multiple mea nings.

Most words have more than one meaning.

Generally, the more frequently a word is used, the more meanings
it tends to have.
1.
2.
,3.
4.
5.
6.

For example:

May I have a match, please?
Can you match the color of this material?
I wou ld match our school team aga inst all comers.
Her mother spent five years searching for what she
considered a suitable match for her da ughter.
The draftsman computed the angle very carefully on the
blueprint.
Huckleberry Finn used to love to angle a long the muddy
banks of the Mississippi.
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7

8.

To avoid discovery, the puppy hid the bone behind the
angle of the kitchen door .
We mus t get together and decide upon a different angle
of attack on this problem.

III. Background experience. The number of meanings actually elicited
by a word depends on the number and quality of experiences that
the reader has as s ociated with the word.
IV. Word relationships are paths to meaning. The pupil ha s numerous
means at his disposal for deve loping word me3ning . The word may
be explained to him by giving a s ynonym .)r a ntonym, by cla ssify ing the word, and by pointing out difference s and s imilarities.
Or the meaning ma y be i llustrated through activities , picture
clues, structura l analysis, and the dictionary.
Vo The past illumines the present. Etymologie s or word histories
provide inva luable information for the development o f meaning .
Studies have s hown t hat a few Greek and L<"tin prefixes a re
very helpful in deciphering the meanings of thous and s of words.
For example:
AMBITION
AGJing About for Vote s
Even in ant .ant Rome cand idate s for public office went
about solic iting votes . This activity was denrted by the word
a mbitio, "a going about , around ." Ambitio w.:1s derived from
a mbire, "to go about ," which in turn was formed from a mb-,
"about" and ire, "to go." Since this activity indicated a
de sire for honor or power, the word a mbitio came to mean the
desire for o ffi cial honors . This word was b orrowed in French
a nd Englis h a s amb ition , a nd its meaning broadene d to denote
the earne s t desire fo r preferment or achievement .
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.i:rJGHBOR
A Nearby Farmer

In Anglo-Saxon, neah meant "nigh, "nea r, and gebur
meant "dweller,
farmer.
These two word s were comb ined
into neahgebur, meaning, lite ra lly, a nearby farmer." The
word appea rs in Medieval Englis h as neighebour and in Modern
English as neighbor . Its meaning, chang ing with the evo lution
of civilization, no longer applies particularly to neighboring
farmers but refers to a ll pers ons living nea r each other. Even
nations in the modem world are called neighbors "-- an
interesting development of a word that means, literally,
nearby farm e rs . "
11

11

11

11

11

11

II

11

VI.

Understa nding the frameword he lps.

R-• ugnition of the structure

of the wo rd i n terms of roots, prefixes, and suffixes will provide
a structure or founda tio n for the development of meaning .
The study of roots is too compl ex for reading a s here defined.
The Greek roots like chrono , thermo , micro , meter, tele, demo,
graph, etc., are ea s y to recogniz e and their spellings in English
do not vary much. Words of formidable a ppearance, like chronometer, thermomet er , microscope, democracy , telephone , telegraph, etc . , can be made more mea n ingful when the pupil sees the
root meanings, but the occurre nce of words of this kind is not
high in common reading materi a l . The Latin roots are hard to
identify i n ma n y Eng lish word s and have many spelling variations (fa c, fee , fie, feet, in factory , confection, etc . ) .
Exa mples of roots , prefixes, and suffixe s fo llow:
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NEGATIVE PREFIXES
Prefix

Meaning

Prefixed Word

Word Meaning

uninimir-

not
not
not
not
not
not
without
not
wrong
wrong
wrongly
against

unaware
inactive
impossible
irregular
illegal
nonresident
nonprofit
disobey
dissatisfy
misspell
misinform
anti union
antisocial

(not aware)
(not active)
(not possible)
(not regular)
(not lega l)
(not a resident)
(without profit)
(not obey)
(not satisfied)
(spell wrongly)

11nondis-

misanti-

(against unions)
(not social)

PREFIXES OF NUMBER
uni-one: unicycle (a vehicle having only one wheel)
mono-one: rronologue (talk by one person)
bi-two: bicycle (a vehicle having two wheels)
tri-three: triplicate (in three copies)
quad-four: quadrangle (a figure having four angles)
cent-hundred: century (hundred years)
hemi-half: hemisphere (half a sphere)
demi-half: demitasse (a cup half the ordinary cup)
seml-half: semicircle (a half-circle)

OTHER IMPORTANT PREFIXES
ab, a
be
de
epi
in, in, im, em
inter
non
pre
re
trans

away .from, from
by
from
upon
in, into
between
not
before
back,again
under

ad,a,ap,at
com, co, cor
con, col
dis, di
ex,e
in, ir, 11
mis
ob,op , of
pro
un

to, toward
with, together
apart
out of
not
wrong
against
in front of
not
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O f less imr ortance are:
ante
contra
per
a mphi (ambi)
dia
s yn

before
against
through
aroun~on both sides
through
together

circum
intra, intre
post
super
peri

around
inside, within
after
above
around

IMPORTANT SUFFIXES
able , ible
age
acy
a 1, ea 1, ia 1
a nce, ence
ant
ar, er, or
dom
en
eur
ful

fy
i b le , ile
ier
ic ,a c
ism

capable of, worthy
a ct or state of
quality of
on account of, related to
quality, state of
quality of one who
agent
state, condition, fact
of being
made of, to make
one who
full of
to make
capable of being
one who
like, made of
fact of being

durable, credible
bondage, dotage
lunacy, piracy
judicial, terminal
violence, temperance
reliant, truant
scholar, author
wisdom, kingdom
woolen, strengthen
amateur
graceful, blissful
falsify
legible, docile
carrier
maniac, metallic
barbarism

VII. The tota 1 is not always egua l to the sum of the parts. Figurative
language d iffers from the literal or standard construction. Idiomatic
usage must be taught in phrases. Unfortunately, most inexperie nced readers tend to interpret expressions literally. At no other
juncture is the lack of educational background so noticeable. The
understanding of figures of speech is vital even to comprehending
level rea ding material. By studying euphemistic style, the adult can
often add a more genteel note to his own speech. The following
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ex d mples may be helpfu l.
An a mu sing game w ith word s wa s int roduc ed over the radio several
years ago by Bertrand Ru ss e ll, a famous Brit is h philosopher a nd mathematicia n . The game consisted of making up s entences i n which the
same s ituation, pers o n, or thi ng is d escribed in t hre e different ways .
The s tat ements va ry accordi ng t o the way the speaker fee ls.

For exa mple :

1 . He is firm.
2. He is obstinate .
3 . He is a pig-h e aded fool.
Your attitude toward a pers on det e rmines whether you ca ll h im "firm,"
"obstinat e, " or "pig -headed ." If you a dmire t he person , he is "firm . 11

If you d is approve of h im, he is "obstina t e." If he a nnoys or disgusts
you, he is " pig-headed . " The la ngua ge you us e d epends on your feelings
and revea ls your attitude .

EUPHEMISTI C STYLE
The word euphemism c o mes from the Gree k word s for "well" and
"speak . " A euphemis m i s a manner of speak ing in wh ich a p lea s ant or
i noffens ive word or expre ssion is substituted for a stronger form.

The

dictiona ry de s cribes it as the u s e of a mild or vague express ion as a
substitut e for blunt precis ion or dis a greeabl e truth . Here a re some
euphemi sms with the t e rm for wh ich they are substituted .
EUPHEMISM

MEANING

b less ed event

birth

meeting one ' s Maker

dyi ng
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gathered to one' s reward

dead

touched ln the head

insane

menta 1 reservation

lie

under the weather

ill or drunk

financia lly embarassed

without money

strategi c withdrawal

retreat

senior citizens

old people

cultura lly disadvantaged people

poor people

You will notice that each euphemism ts a polite, restrained way of
expressing what may not be said bluntly in certain places at certain times
or in certa in compa ny . Make a list of euphemisms you have observed
among your friends or read in books, newspapers, advertisements, and
magazine articles.

UNIT III

COMPREHENSION SKILLS PERTINENT TO THE
SUBJECT MATTER AREAS

Most material related to any subject matter field is writte n by an
expert in that field. When a specialist in an academic field uses what
he consi ders to be a limited vocabulary and simple conc e pts to write
material for adul t basic education, this limited level often turns out to
be the frustration l evel for the inexperienced reade r. The abundance of
reading materi als with inaccurate r eading grade placement has already
been di scussed. However, a few further cautions will be made at this
point:
1.

Wit h the exception of math, the great est d i screpanci es between
reading level s as advertised by publishers and reading l evels as
test ed by readability formulas exist at the third and fourth grade
l evels in books written for specific subj ect matter areas.

2.

Faison did an extensive study of the readability of texts used in
fifth through e ighth grades . The five subjects involved in this
study were mathematics, history, science, English , and literature.
The most difficult was found to be mathematics, with the others
following in the order in wh ich they were listed. 1 It is probably
true that this same typ e of pattern exists in mat erials published
particula rly with the ABE student in mind.

3.

Since mat h is a particular troubl e spot, let's look at it in terms of
two other studies. R eddens applied readability formulas to commercial elementary math ematics mat erials and to experimental e l ementary
mathematic s materials. The two studies indic at e d that the newer
mathematic s t exts for a given grade l evel are harder to read than
30
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olde · ones were. 2 , 3 Further confirmation of this is made by
Covington. He used the CLOZE procedure and found that the third
and fourth grade Greater Cleveland Mathematics Program textbooks
were not readable for the third and fourth grade pupils used in his
study, except for sections of word problems. 4
4,

Jacobson found that giving reading instruction in the field in which it
is to be used is much more fruitful than giving it in another subject
field and expecting the abilities to transfer to the content field.
This seems to indicate that we need to teach the reading skills
applicable to that content area while we are teaching the content .

5.

Phipps attempted to improve the reading of history material in sixth
grade by developing facility in the language of history. Among his
several conclusions, he stated "The ability to read history can be
improved by giving attention to the development of history vocabulary."
The ABE teacher needs to be aware of the reading problems his

students will encount er in each content area that are peculia r to that
academic field. The preceding serves t o highlight the nature of these
problems. Emphasize these points with the teachers you train. Just
a sensitivity or realization that t he problem exists may prove to be a t
least half of a solution.
Regardless of the content area , the teacher must help the student
with the technical voca bulary. A text with a glossary provides a distinct
advantage in identifying these important terms . Social studies and
science books usually have acceptable glossaries.

Math texts with

adequate glossaries are not as plentiful. Technical vocabulary is
often identified with in the context by the use of italics. Words that
are printed in italics deserve special attention from both teacher and
student. The teacher must build the concepts necessary for student
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understa r(Hng of each technical word . Tra nslation, a s delineated by
Bloom, i s a very necessary t hought process for every ABE student to
undertake with each new word he is attempting to master.

Luella Cole,

the author of Handbook of Technica l Vocabu lary , has made in this book
a carefu l analysis of spec i a li zed words us ed in the d ifferent subject
fields at different grade l evels. The number and type of t echnical words
listed are i mpress ive .
ord er to update it .

Even more word s could be added to this list in

He r boo k provides a n excellent perspective of the

ABE teacher's job in teaching spec i n li.z ed voc a bu lary.
Aside from the technica l vocabulary , the multiple meaning words
will give the ABE student a great dea l of d ifficu lty in the content area.
This is the factor that makes English so d ifficult for the fore ign student.
The same is true of the ABE student.

Just when he feels that he has

the meaning pigeo nholed , it turns up in a completely different context.
For sake of discu ssion , let's label a few of the tn

.; S:

1.

Overlap words - These a re the words that may be claimed by two
subject fi elds , e . g. Group - what does it mean in social studies?
How doe s the meaning change when the term is used in math?

2.

Tangent words - The s e a re the words whose meanings range from
something very concrete to something abstract.

3.

Bas i c Sight Words - These are the little words that have no
specialized meaning, but take on a specialized meaning in
the writings of a certain discipline .
Mathemati c s
The following suggestions are des igned to compensate somewhat
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for the difficulty of a mathematics text.
1.

Help students to become familiar with mathematical concepts by
having them read comparable lessons in an easier text first and
by using the approaches of an easier text in preparatory lessons.
Better students may write a verbal problem in their own words,
using shorter sentences instead of one long, involved sentence.
Ditto these simplified versions for all students to read.

2.

Help students understand the nature of a problem by having individuals invent verbal problems that reflect common life financial problems.
Nonessential facts may be inserted in problems of a known type to
give the group practice in finding the essentials for solution. A
comparison of similar problems differently worded w i ll show that
different words may have the same meaning .

3,

Have the students preread the lessons before attempting computation.
Each time a student has a question at some point of difficulty,
explain it just to him. If a nother student has the same problem, let
the student to whom you have explained the problem become the
expert and help anyone else that has that type of difficulty.

4.

Give effective instruction by having better students tell how they
have unraveled a puzzling problem and illustrate their successful
methods.

5.

Spend part of the instructional time in vocabulary development and
review . Help students build a mathematical vocabulary by having
them write in their notebooks a list of new words and words that
have caused difficulty, giving examples of the processes these
words represent, and using them in phrases or sentences.
The acid test of how well a student can follow directions comes

when he reads a mathematical problem, because how he performs the

act of solving the problem reveals how well he followed the directions.
Concentrating on the significance of a question at the end of a problem
paragraph is a distinctive skill needed in solving arithmetic problems.
Seldom does a student encounter a question in the text while reading
.narrative material; if he does, the question has probably been asked
for rhetorical effect, and it doesn't matter much whether he answers it
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or not.

~n problem so lving everything depends upon the question. ABE

students need considerab le experi ence in reading prob lems just for the
purpose of finding out "what the question asks you?" and t elling in their
own words what the question directs them to do. Teaming the students in
groups of t wo is an effective technique for this purpose.
Other disti nct and more complex ski lls are involved in rereading the
problem to analyze it into elements necessary for solution. This process
involves selection and evaluation in picking out facts and relationships
pertinent to a "frame of reference" which in this case is the question.
Finally , the arithmeti cal process must be selected, aga i n in terms
of "what does the question ask you to do" and of the various other considerations which were "weighed in the ba lance" during the reread ing of
the problem. Then, t he student is ready to write the numbers on paper
and do the computation.
The teacher needs to analyze how well the student can carry out
the arithmetical processes. If his computation is adequa t e or above
average, have him spend most of h is time on building concepts and
reading problems. If the student cannot compute, he will never get a
right answer no matter h ow well he can read.

Put the instructiona l

emphasis where it belongs.
Science
An excellent selection on "Skills in Reading Science Materia l" is
presented by Strang , McCullough, and Traxler.

Please refer to t his

selection: 4th Ed ., The Improvement of Reading, pp. 323-336.

UNIT IV

OUT OF THE MAZE

Psychological Set
Psychological set may be defined as readiness to learn or a state of
mind conducive to learning.

Psycholog i ca l set is a very i ntegral part of

comprehension . Each individual varies from t i me to t ime in his ability
to assimilat e new ideas . This variation we often attribute t o "t he mood
of the moment" or intrins ic or extri nsic motivation . The co n s t ruction a
person put s on the words of another is often determined by his pre s e nt
mental set, desire, interest, bias , or mood .

Despite t he possib l e neg-

ative influence on read ing comprehension the interpla y of t he s e factors
may produce, the area of individual psychological s e t is not a s uncontrollable as one might conclude.

Control comes from accenting the

positive--the positive being what we know about how people learn and
remember .
Harris has incorporated the s e laws of learni ng i nto a s implifie d list
releva nt to reading comprehension.
Rules for remembering: 1
1.

Materia 1 is easy to remember in proportion a s it
is meaningful .
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2.

Materia l is easier to remember i f it is well
organized in the individua l 's mind.

3.

Out lining, summarizing, or taking good notes are
a ids to remembering.

4.

An active intention to recall is an aid in trying
to remember .

5.

Recall must be selective. One must sift out the
ma in points .

6.

A sing l e read i.ng is rare l y enough. Reviewing and
rereading a re necessary for remembering.

7.

Immediately after read ing one shc uld reflect on what
is read and recite i--n portant poLms to oneself.

8.

What is learned and never reviewed is gradua lly
forgotten. What is to be remembered must be
refreshed from time to time by review .

Study Skills
The CLOZE procedure, SQ3R , and D-R-T-A are teaching- learning
techniques wh ich in their execution involve some combination of the
above principles, and if utilized effectively will exert a pos itive influence over psychological set and thus increase a student's ability
to comprehend.

CLOZE
CLOZE is an automatic word deletion process whereby word s a re
removed from a printed passage. You do not remove words from the
firs t or la st sentence, but beg in your word count with the first word of
the second sentence. Standard procedure wou ld be to delete every fifth
word for na rrati ve material and to increase the span between delet ions
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as the ma s.' ia l becomes more fact laden . Often textbook ma terial is
deleted as seldom as every tenth word.

In the written context a fill-in

blank is left for each deleted word . When the student receives the prepared copy, he fills in the word he feels is most suita ble.

He has no

word list as a referent, but supplie s the word from his own conjecture .
Succinctly stated, the advantages of utilizing the CLOZE Procedure a s
a technique for improving reading comprehension are:
1.

This technique utilizes princip les l, 4, and 5, as delineated
by Harris.

2.

Resea rch ha s shown that the CLOZE method is a valid technique
for teaching and testing comprehension.

3.

The ease of constructing a CLOZE exercise or test cannot be
paralleled by any other type of teacher-made exercise .

4.

The nature of the t a sk demands that a student become invo lved
and maintain a hLgh level of attention.

5.

In order to successfully replace the deleted words, the student
must utilize those factors which build successful comprehension
in any reading situation. These factors am:
(a) Use of background knowledg e
(b) Use of context clues
(c) Use of word usage or semantics
(d) Use of syntax
(e) Use of general understanding of the material
(f) Maintenance of a questioning attitude

SQ3R
The SQ3R reading technique relates to all eight of the rules for
remembering that Harris outlined.

In addition, this formula for read ing

integrates these rules for learning with the reading act and the appropriate
study skills in such a way that the student has an organized, successful
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learning s :--hema .
The SQ3R method was developed and researched at Ohio State Uni versity
by Francis Robi ns on. Students have s ince found thi s technique so useful
that it is now widely u s ed in teaching reading at every level.

In fact, an

ada pted summar y on how to teach student s to use thi s technique is now
included in the S. R.A . kits.
The SQ3R method involves:
SU RVEY

1.

Glance over the h eadings in the cha pt er to see the
few big points which will be d&veloped. This survey
should not take more than 10 or 15 seconds and will
show the three to s lx core ideas around which the rest
of the discussion w il l cluster. If the chapter has a
final summary paragraph, this will also lis t the ideas
developed rn the cha pter.

QUESTION

2.

Now beg in to work. Turn the first heading into a
question. This will arous e your curiosity and s o aid
comprehension. It will bring t o mind information
already known, thus he l ping you to understand that
s ection more quickly . And th e qu estion will make
i mportant points stand out while expli".lna tory deta il
is recognized as such. This t"J:. . 119 a heading into
a question can be done on the: instant of read ing the
heading, but it demands a quE:ry for which he must
read to find the answer.

READ

3.

Read to Answer tha t question.J~ i.e . , to the end of first
headed s ection . TL1s is not a pa ssive plowing a long
each line , but an active s earch for the answe r.

RECITE

4.

Having r"'<"d the first section , try brie fly to recite
the a nswer to your que stion without looking a t t he
book. Us e your own word s and name an examp le. If
you can do this , yo u know what is in the boo k; if you
can't, g la nce o ver the question again. An excellent
way to do t h i s reciting from memory is to jot down
cue phras e s in outline form on a sheet of paper . Make
thes e notes very brief!
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NOW REPEAT STEPS 2, 3, a nd 4 ON ff\C::£ SU c..:.::.si. D1 ~JC
HEADED SECTION, THAT IS, TURN THE N?:>(T H I::!\01i':G
INTO A QUESTION , READ TO ANSV·l:CR THAT OUESTJOi~
AND RECITE THE ANSWER BY JOTTING DOWN cur
PHRASES IN YOUR OUTLINE . READ IN THIS Wi\Y UNT:L
THE ENTIRE LESSON IS COMPLETED,
REVIEW

5.

When a lesson has thus been read through, Jcok oycr
your notes to get a bird's-eye view of the points an-:l
of their relationship. Check. you_r_me.mcry or: the cor..te~1t
by reciting on the sub-points under ea ch heoding . This
checking of your memory can be d one=, by ccverinq up tre
notes and t rying to recall the ma !n poins. then expc)se
each ma jor point and try to recall tho s1....b-points listed
under it.

D-R-T-A (Directed-Reading-Thinking-Activity)
This approach to teaching reading contrasts s trongly with l!'ad1tional
methodology, but offers a teaching method especially suit:i ble

to

a dults.

The big difference lies in the method of establis hing purpcs e s for rec1drng.
The teacher is relieved of the responsibility of s etting gr.::ls or purposr:s
for the student.

Instead , the teacher's role is tc ut 1.11z,, the, intelle:,ctual

curiosity of a learner in such a way that the initidtLve ar:d questioning
attitude lie with the learner. This technique demands that · he:

ff.:

~dor beccms

involved in the dynamics of a purpos e-setting s e ssion, S1r1c8 ,3dults kr>ow
what they like or dislike, what they do or do not believe, =ir:d what th;.Jy
want or do not want to do, this teaching technique fits their r:ee:d s ir.r s •.: Jlactua lization like a tailo r-made ga r ment .
The readi ng-thinking process begins in the mind of each m,1de:as he examines the title or subtitles a nd is a s ked t o express a srnt e
of doubt or curiosity about what he knows or does not know. -,nd wh.Jt
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he thinks

r: ll

or will not happen. As he reads, he is continually a ske d

to view hi s own opinion as a null hypothesis , and to become ,i s interested
in finding evidence that disproves his point of v iew a s evider.ce th3t
supports it. Obvious ly, this type of reading c anno• be ;:i pproachc.d in a
spirit of passivity. Every shift o f empha sis th6 cui:ho;,· ma kes g ives the
student the opportunity to add evidence to on6 side of the scale or the
other . This is commonly known as the art of critical readir!g.
Critica l reading has often been considered an ur""each::ib!e s ki ll or ,
if teachable at a ll--only at upper levels . Sta uffer has developed ir. h i s

D-R- T-A plan a system that is ada ptable to every instructional level.
Aside from the reading act , its doctrines a re fundamental

t0

problem

solving and accelerat e the educati ve process by teaching the lea rner how
to structure his thinking rather than rely ing on the unsystematic, catch as-catch- can s ort of thinking that often becomes so 1r;grnirGd that e v en
advanced education does not overcome it.
Certain basic steps underlie D-R-T-A. These steps shouid be well
deve loped and understood s o the student can follow i:he procedures in a
private or indiv idualized learni ng ::,Ltuution , These steps as out line d by
Stauffer are: 2
I.

Identifying Purposes for Reading
A.

Exa mining clues available in the
1. Title and subtitles
2 , Pictures, ma ps, graphs, ;:,r.,d c ha rts
3. Materia l : ndju s ting to information a s iris read, and
to readability
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B,

II.

III.

IV.

V.

Declaring purpos e s in terms of the
1.
Reader's ba ckground cf experience, intellect , language
facility, interests, and needs
2. Experience, abilities, interests, and needs of the group
3. Content of the ma .:erial: concepts of t i me , place, people,
number, science , aesthetics, and humor

Guiding the Adjus t me nt of Rate to Purpos (1S and Material
A.

Skimming: to read swiftly and lightly

B.

Scanning: t o rea d carefully from point to point

C.

Studying: to read and reread so as to pass judgment

Obs erving the Re uding
A.

Noting abilities t o ad just rate to purpose and material

B.

Recognizing comprehension needs and providing help by
clarifying
1.
Purposes
2. Concepts
3. Need for rerea ding (silent or oral)

C.

Acknowledgi ng requests for help with word-recognition needs
by providing immediate help in the use of
1.
Context clue s: meaning clue s
2 . Phonet ic clue s: sound clues
3. Structural c lue s: sight clues
4. Glossary clue s : meaning, s ound , and sight c lues

Developing Comprehension
A.

Checking on indi\'ld .Jui and group purposes

B.

Staying with or redefining purposes

C.

Recognizing the need for other source materia l

D.

Developing concepts

Fundamental Skill- Train ing Activities: Discussion, Further
Reading, Additiona i Study , Writing
A.

Increasing p owers of observation (directed attention)
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11 .

Inc reasing powers of reflection by
1. Abstraction: reorganizing old ideas, conce iving new
ideas, d istinguishing between ideas, generalizing
about idea s, and making inductions and analyses
2 . Judgment: formulating propositions and a sserting them
3 . Reasoning: inferring a nd demonstrating, and s y stematizing knowledge inductively

C.

Ma stering the skills o f word recognition: picture and
l anguage context ana ly sis, phonetic a nd structural
ana ly sis, and d ictio na ry usage

D.

Developing adeptness in t he use of semantic a nal ysis:
levels of abstraction, shifts of meaning, referential and
emotive la ngua ge, definite and indefinite terms, and
concept development.

A logica l que stion at this point might be "Which of these methods-CLOZE, SQ3R, or D-R-T-A--ca rry top priority in a teaching situation?"
The order of pres e ntation of these techniques in this syllabus also
represents a logica l t eaching order . The CLOZE method sensitizes
the student to the context and a lso develops a predictive or questioning
attitude. Once the student has gained profic iency with the CLOZE
technique, he is ready to organize the s e skills in such a wa y a s to
ga in mastery in reading long er s elections. The SQ3R method doe s just
this. Then, effective use of the D-R-T-A enable s the reader to free
himself from h is own preconceived ideas as we ll as the biases he w ill
inev itably meet on the printed pa ge .

UNIT V

QUESTIONING TE CHNIQUES

Taxonomy of Types of Questioning
In order to perfect or at lea st improve comprehens ion skills through
questioning techniques, the t eacher needs t o :
1.

Understand why the ABE students ' langud Je background is not a
positive force in the development of comprehension skills.

2.

Understand how the ability to do abstract thinking is deve loped .

3.

Understand how comprehen sion ca n be improved b y the proper
questioning techniques.

4.

Understand how to handle a one-to-one group, or classroom
situation, s o that the following behavioral c hanges result like
a chain reaction:
Improved Patterns of Student Participation

t

Student Discussion Becomes Repres ent ative
of Different Levels and Kinds of Comprehens ion

t

Student Integration of Different Levels of Thinking
Into a n Analys is of Life's Experiences

J;
Student Brings this Flexibility of Thought to the
Printed Page
A great dea l o f research has proved the theory that a rich background of experience promotes the ability to rea d .

In general, the home

has been identified as the wellspring of this background .

Many factors

in the home background have been identified as crucia l contributors to
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the total reading picture, but the leve l and amount of verbal discourse
that takes place in the home and the type of behaviora l models concerning reading that the student has are probably the two most importa nt
factors. Where does this lea ve adults or those of us who attempt to
teach them? It leaves the ABE student with a tremendous handicap,
and it leaves the ABE teacher exactly where the typical elementa ry
classroom teacher is left, without control over the main stream of factors
that are the major determiners in reading comprehension.
zeal of most teachers to talk, talk, talk is thu i i r.spired.

Perhaps the
In despera-

tion to fill the gaps of ignorance, ma ny teachers have droned their
students into silence.
Amidon, Flanders, and others have helped us analyze this flow of
language that takes place in the classroom.

Even without the experts,

experience tells one that (1) teachers do most of the talking ; (2) students
often are not listening; (3) students may be listening but not comprehending; (4) students may be comprehe nding at a literal level without
any integration; and (S) the le vel of questioning does not a lleviate a ny
of these problems. The greatest tragedy that may be inherent in the
educational situa tion occurs when the t eacher does not become a re levant
force in helping to balance the scales for those who begin with these
disadvantages.
This entire unit is directed toward c hanging behavior , and teacher
behavior is the target area. The teach er must try to change his behavior
in ways that w ill help those who lack adequate language background
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for the upper leve ls of comprehension . To begin, the teacher must understand patt erns of questioning and what a "good three" on the Am idon
scale represents.

Simply stated, the teacher must hear the student and

react favorably . To react favorably, the teacher must react in such a
way as to reinforce the answering or responding b e havior of the student
so he will be willing to answer or attempt t o ans wer a question. Even
if the student is wrong, or pa rticularly when the stud ent is wrong , the
teacher must handle the situation in such a way tha t the s tudent wi ll
feel that at lea st his effort wa s apprec iated ,
Regardless of how sec ure the student fe e ls when a nswering a question,
not much will tra nspire if the student only has the opportunity to answer
a question once or twice a day .

If a student doe sn't ha ve a langu age

background that words for him in reading comprehension , he wi ll never
acquire one by remaining a passive recepta cle for the language of the
teacher.

He must be allowed to talk, encouraged to t a lk, a nd even

made to talk. This means the typica l t eache r mu st make drastic behaviora l changes in the amount of talking that he doe s . The ratio of
teacher-talk to student-talk will almost reverse itself. The teacher's
role wil l change from that of a lecturer to a responsive listener, encourager of student participation, and d irector of student participation.
The teacher changes the structure of the classroom to tha t of a semina r
where each person's research, opinions, and observations are reported,
discussed, interchanged, and above all respected .
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Once th e above changes have been implemented, the major role of
the teacb..:r and the most d iffi cult behavioral changes for the teacher both
emerge. At this point most teachers will a s k, "What are we di scussing
that has such tremendous weight ?" Th is factor remains constant, the
topic for discu ssion is still whatever segment of the curriculum that
carries import for the learner . As a group, v,,e know c urriculum so
thoroughl y that our knowledge oft en ob literates the people we teach.
The c ha nge is not in the basic subject matter, but in the way we approach
it.

The c rucia l question is, "At what level are we discussing this
mat eria l and can the level be improved?" Often we think of leve ls in
terms of grade level of material.

Perhaps, we think of levels in terms

of the litera l or inte rpretative comprehension levels. We know that
certa in students ca n comprehend materia l written at a certain g rade
level, and also within the level of a grade that some students are able
to pick up more from the context than others.
tea chers let the matter rest at this juncture .

Unfortunate ly, most
If the teacher , however,

can ana lyze why a student comprehends at this leve l, a nd knows what
comes next in the sequence of comprehension skills, and ca n g uide the
student into that level, good teaching becomes a rea lity.
In order t o do this , t he teacher must be ab le to ask questions
repres entative of different levels of c omprehension . Once the student
makes a response, the teacher mu st be able to ana lyze the response
he receives and, in t urn , ask another q uestion. The second question
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should be diagnostic in the sense that the question is directed toward
developing whatever improvement in thought the student's response
dictates a s necessary. The teacher must be able to raise or lower
the level of the discussion as student response indicates. What
usually happens is: the teacher t akes over the d iscussion in an effort
to lift it to a higher level. This is the big pitfa ll to avoid.
A background of information concerning the levels of thought
processes and the levels of comprehension is provided in the attached
taxonom ies. A word about these, please. Even t h e word comprehens ion
is often the victim of semantic obscurity. A perusal of the literature
related to comprehension reveals that the term "comprehension" is
used in about as many ways as there are people writing about the
subject. So for clarity, please refer to the Taxonomy of Reading
Comprehension by Barrett .

Using this taxonomy a s a t ool, the t eacher

can learn to both analyze and adjust the level of discussion in accordance
to student need.
In order to understand how the ability to a bstra ct or move from one
category to the other is developed, please use the section from Sanders'
Classroom Questions--What Kinds? This section does not use t h e same
nomenclature as Barrett, but dovetails in other respects.

Familiarity

with Bloom's analysis of the thought process ,on which Sa nders' book
is based, and subsequent questions related to these processes w i ll
give the ABE teacher insight as to how to move the student from comprehension of literal facts to critical evaluation.
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CLASSROOM QUEST IONS

WHAT KINDS?

(:-Iarper & Row: New York)

Morris M . Sanders, Director of Research
Manitowoc Public Schools
Manitowoc Wisconsin
Bloom's categories of thi<1king: *
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

Memorv: The stucent reca lls or recc(~rnzes lr:fc r1ation.
Translation. The $~U.Jent changes i'lf,..r-P~t:,),; 1.m0 a different
sym bolic form or language.
Interpretation_; The student disco , • d,1tt0Jisrips a mong
facts. gcnera~izaLons defrnit10ns
~u':!5
snd skills.
Application: ThF. student solves c ilfelik,; prc.,blem that
requues the identification o f t he 1ssue and the selection
a nd use of appropnate generalizations and skills.
Ana lysis: The student solves a problem rn the light of
cons cious knowledge of the pans and forms of thinking,
Synthesis. The student solves 2 prob1~rn +ha: requires
original , creative t h tnkmg .
Evaluation: The student makes a Judgment of good or bad,
right or wron9 according to stancards he d(:s1grates .

An example of a memo:y question would bF; \':-iri-!: is meant by
''gerrymandering "? (The student 1s asked to rsc•~ l the def:.nit1on
presented to him earlier .)

If t each ers were to classify their quest!o11s acccrdi.ng to the
previous seven

many would find that memory questions play too b ig

a part . The authors of t he Taxonomy of Educational ObJective s state
that theu cat egories are sequemia l a nd cumulat:.ve .

In other words,

each ca t egory of thinkrng has unique elemer:ts but a ls o rnclude s some
form of ail lowe::r categories. The following chart illust!"ates this idea .
*Ba sic ideas underlying this study of quest10ns come f:-om the book
Taxonomy of Educational ObJect1 ves. Edited by B. S . Ploom .
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3

1 Memory
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A question should be classified at its highest leveL
The ._,ha rt also illustrates that attention to higher categories of
thinking does not imply a neglect of memory , because memory is the
only thought process that is a pa~ of every kind of thinking .
There are both simple and complex questions within each category .
A superficial apprais al of the level s of questions might lead to the conclusion that slow learners should restrict their efforts to the memory
category, not all levels. This is an error, because there are simple
questions in each category of thinking. The slow learners often find
education frustrating and lacking in interest; these people, a bove a ll ,
need variety in their educational diet. Experimentation may show that
students who have difficulty wit h memory questions will have greater
success with those that provide all necessary facts and a s k the students
to use them .
The memory category require s the student to re-r::ognize or reca 11
information. A question is framed in such a wa >' that if the student
remembers informnti on presented to him , he will know it applies to
the question . 1he student is not asked to compare, or relate , or
make any inductive or deductive leap on his own.

If a textbook con-

tains a section comparing Bntish, French, and Spanish Colonial
policies, and a student is asked to make the: same comparison , he has
only to remember and the question fa Us in the memory category.
The greatest problem in this category is . , . how to determine
the knowledge worth remembering. To determine this, o ne should look
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at the id e ;rn re garding facts, definitions, generalizations, values, and
skills . A "fact" stresses knowledge that comes from direct observation,
ln a narrow sense. Also, something might be a fact that goes beyond
direct obsorvation if it is not subj e ct to much dis a gn~ement.

Facts

have three roles in education.
1.
2.
3.

Some facts are important in themselves.

(Every citizen
should know his legal rights when a.rres':ed.)
Some facts are worth remembering because d
cultured person is expected to poss e ss them.
The most importa nt role of facts is the prov!,~ !.ng of bu ilding
blocks foe generalizatJ.ons, laws, anc ·•:-inciples.

For the most part , facts should s e rve a s a mea ns to an end rather
than as ends in themselves .
Definitions are the designated meanings of words , A definition
is not a fact because the relationship between the word and the entity
to which it refers is arbitrarily assigned by mar. . As Shakespeare
said, "That which we ca ll a rose by any other nam 0. would smell as
sweet." In any unit of study there are likely tc, be words that are
new to the student. Some are more important than others .
The following vocabulary list from
to illustrate this point.

cl

unit on Greece will serve

Underline the most important word s in this list.

Acropolis, Agora , Allies, Athena, citizen , Colonies , Constitution ,
democracy , Goiden Age, Parthenon, peninsula, and terreces.

Certai nly

the meanings cf words such as c itizen, Constitution , and democracy
deserve more atlantion than terrace , or even Agora and Athena. The
latter have a significance in a unit on Greece but are not likely to
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enter into study in subsequent history.
A generalization is a statement that declares the common characteristics of a group of ideas or things . A historian who specia lizes in the
political history on Europe from l S'JO to 1789 might generalize that the
common pattern of government featured :
1.
2.
3.
4.

Absolute monarchy ba sed on the divir1e rigM of Kings .
Restricted civil liberties
A privileged noble class
An established church

Students can learn the meaning of thes e gel'-}ralizations and know
much about the government of this period without duplicating the prolonged study of the historian. The superior teacher chooses generali zations on the basis of his study and knowledge of his subject.

In

some schools, the curriculum bulletins specify the main generalization
to be taught . Teachers who follow the lead of a textbook have the
generalization select ed for them by the author.
A va lue differs from a generalization in that 1t expresses a judgment
of qualit y .

It states that something is good or bad, fa ir or unfa ir,

beautiful or ugly , right or wrong, useful or useless, important or
trivial, true or false.

The Ten Commandments and the Bea titudes are

examples of values against which behavior can be judged.
Attention to definitions, generalizations, and va l ues is v itally
important in framing good questions for four reasons:
1.

This form of knowledge is generally the most important,
the most worthy of learning.
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2.

Teachers will find it much easier to compare questions that
requ ire a variety of intellectual act ivities if they concentrate
on generalizations and values.

3.

Educationa l research indicates that widely app lied generalizations and va lues are less likely to be forgotten than most
other forms of knowledge.

4.

Educational psychologists who have studied the transfer of
training c onclude that the best way to prepare students for
an unknown future is to instruct them in the use of generaliza tions and values that are like ly to have fruitful application.

Skills
One of the best ways to define skills i s by tu sting their characteris tics:
1.

A skill is a physica l , emotional, and/or intellectual process.

2.

A skill requires knowledge, but knowledge alone does not
insure proficiency.

3.

A skill can be used in a variety of situations.

4.

A skill can be improved through practice.

S.

A skill is often made up of a number of sue - skills that can
be identified and practiced separately.

We too often ask our students to use a skill without adequate
information on its nature. The first instruction of a skill should be
made on the memory level.
The memory category is indispensable on all levels of thinking.
The more important and useful knowledge a student poss e sses, the
better his chances for success in other categories of thought.

However,

the importance of the memory category should not be permitted to completely overshadow its three weaknesses.
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1.

The inevitably rapid scale of forgetting. Numerous studies
s how that arbitrary facts are forgotten more quickly than
generalizations or principles, and even the latter have limited
longevity.

2.

Memorized knowledge does not necessarily represent a high
level ot understanding.

3.

It neglects other intellectual processes learned only through
practice.
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Taxonomy of Reading Comprehension
by
Thomas C. Barrett

1.0

Literal Comprehension .

Literal compre he ns ion requi res the rec-

ognition or recall of id eas, information , and ha ppe nings that are
explicitly stated in the materia ls read .

11ec ognition Ta s k s, which

frequently take the form of purposes for reading, require the s t ude nt
to locate or identify explicit statements i n the reading selection
itself or in exercis es that use the explici.1 c ontent of the read ing
selection. Reca ll Tasks demand the student t o produce fro m memory explicit statements from a selection; such t a s ks are often in
the form of questions teachers pose to s tudents a ft e r a reading
is completed. Two additiona l comments s eem warra nted with
regard t o litera l comprehens ion t asks .

First, although litera l

comprehension tasks can be overused, their importance cannot
be denied, since a student's ability to deal with such tasks is
fundamental to his a bility to deal with othe r types of comprehension tasks. Second, all literal comprehen sio n ta s ks a re not
necessarily easy, since they, intuitively spea king , appear to
range from easy to difficult.

For example, the recognition or

recall of a single fact or incident ma y be somewhat easier than
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the recognition or rec a 11 of a number of facts or incidents, while a
more difficult task than either of thes e two may be the re c ognit!or.
or recall of a number of events or inc idents and the sequence o f
their occurrence. Also rela~ed t o this concern is the hypothesis
that a recall task is usually more difficult tha n a recognition t ask,
when the two tasks dea l with the s ame content and a re of t he same
nature. Some examples* of literal comprehens ion tasks a re:

1.1

Recognition or Recall of Deta ils. ,,...hf~ studem is required t o
locate or identify or to call up from memory such facts as the
names of characters, the time a story took pla c e, the setting
of a story, or an incident described in a s tory , when such
facts are explicitly stated in the selection,

1. 2

Recognition or Recall of Main Ideas. The student l s a sk ed
to produce from memory an explicit stat:eme 1:1t in or from a
selection which is the main idea of a paragraph or a larg er
portion from the selection .

*Although the examples in this category and in those to follow a.:-6
intuitively ordered from easy to difficult, it is apparent that such a finite
hierarchy is not feasible. The refore, the us er of t he Taxonomy should
view the examples a s some of the tasks that might be used t o produce
comprehension products , on the pa rt of students , that relate to the type
of comprehension described in each of the four major categories of the
taxonomy.
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1. 3

Recognition or Recall of Sequence . The student is required to
locate or identify or to call up from memory the order of incidents or actions explicitly stated in the selection.

1. 4

Recognition or Recall of Comparisons . The student i s request ed
to locate or identify or produce from memory likenesses and
differences among charact ers, time s in hi story , or places that
are explicitly compared by an a uthor.

1. 5

Recognition or Recall of Ca us e and ·· fe et Relations hiQ. The
student in thi s instance may be required tc loc ate or identify or
to produce from memory reasons for certain inc idents , event s ,
or charact ers ' action s explicitly s t ated in the s e lections.

1. 6

Recognition or Recall of Character Trait s . The student is requested to identify or locate or t o c a 11 up frc rn memory stat e ments
about a character which help to point up the : ype o f person h~
was, when such statements were ma de by t he a uthor of the
selection.

2.0

Inferentia l Comprehension. Inferential comprehens ion is d emonstrated by the student when he uses a s ynthesis o f the litera l
content of a selection, his personal knowledge , hl.s intuition a nd
his imagination as a basis for conjectures or hypotheses. Conjecture or hypotheses derived in t his manner ma y be along convergent or divergent lines depending on the nature of t he task and
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the reading materials involved. For example, inferential tasks related +o narrative selection because of their content may call for
convergent hypoth esis more often than not.

In either ins tance, s tudents

may or may not be ca lled upon to indicate the rationa le underlying
their hypotheses or conjectures, a lthough s uch a requiremer_t WCJuld
seem to be more a ppropriate for convergent rather t ha n divergent hypothes es.

Generally, then, inferential comprehension is elicited by

purposes for reading and teachers ' questions which dPmand think ing
and imagination that are stimulated by but go bt=lyond the printed pag,3.
Examples of inferential tasks related to reading are:

2 .1

Inferring Supporting Details. In t his instanc e, the student is
asked to conjecture about additiona l facts the author might h nve
includ ed in the selection which would have made it more inform·ati v e, interesting or appealing.

2. 2

Inferring the Ma in Idea. The student is required to provide t he
main idea, general significance, theme, or moral which is not
explicitly s tated in t he selections.

2. 3

Inferring Seque nce. The student , i n this ca s e, may be reque sted
to conjecture as to what action or incident might have taken
place between two explicitly stated actions or E1cidems ; or
he may be asked to hypothesize about what would happen next
if the author had not stopped where he did .
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2. 4

Inferring Comparisons. The student is required to infer likenesses and differences in characters, tlmeis, or places. Such
inferential comparisons revo lve: around. idc.:i s such as: "here
and there," "then a nd now," " he and he , " "he and she," and
"she and she. "

2. 5

Inferring Cause and Effect Relationsh..!_2~ . The student is

r➔-

quired to hypothesize about the motives of cha racters ,.md t heir
inter-actions with others and wltr i.:ime c1nli pJ.-:.ce .
be required to conjecture as to what

t ,cibE,rl

11~- m.3y al s o

the .:n:thc·r to tnc:1udc

certain idea s , words, charactenzanon5 ar?d a ctions :n t.:,-,.s
writing .

2. 6

Inferring Cha racter Traits .

In rn ... s cas.=:, tne student may be,

asked to hypothesize about the nature of char~-:;cl:ers on the bas~s
of explicit clues presented m tne s0

2. 7

<-

1,.;7 .• c,,.

Predicting Outcomes . ThA stuae1,t .s :-t:CtuRsted to read an
initial portion of selection , and on

t.rh-:

b<1sis of this r1:1 aa4rg

he conjectures about the outcome of -:.he selection.

2. 8

Inferring About Figurative.: Longuc,gc . Tne stuat!n::, tr,

lfh~ 1:-!-

stance, 1s asKed to inter iitera.L mennrn4 s fr,:,m the 3uthor s
figu rative use or langu,HJe.
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3.0

Evaluation . Evaluation is demonstrated by a s tudent when he make s
j u ...11ments a bout the content of a rea ding s e lectlor.. by c o mpa ri ng it
with external criteria, e.g., information provided by :he te3 cher i-r.
the subject, authorities on the subject, or by a ccredited w:i:-:en
sources on the subject; or with internal c.-neria , e ,g ., he re~ders
experiences, knowledge, or values related t o t he subject under
consideration .

In essence, ev3luation requ.:.n:-::. s!:1-.,.den!:s t o m\jke

judgments about the content of their reading, judgm.:,rts tha+ h ave
to do with its a ccuracy, acceptability , 11orth, df-. s !rsb!lity, c0rn~
pleteness, suitability , tim e line ss, quaL.r, truthfu l ne ss , or µrc.1:ability of occurrence.

Examples o f eva luatior. t a sks related ~c

reading are:

3. 1

Judgments of Reality or Fantasy. The s t uden!: is req.1estE.d
to determine whether incidents , events, or chancters in a
selection could have existed or occurr':3d in re:5i life on the
bas is of his experience.

3.2

Judgments of Fact or Opinion.

In this c'3se the studt=.r.t is

asked to decide whether the author 1s presenting i~formation
which can be supported with objective da:a or wr_ether tl-:~
author is attempting to sway the reader ' s thinkir.g throu;;ih
the use of subjective content that ha s overtonP.s of propaganda.
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3. 3

fudgments of Adequacy or Validity . Tasks of this type c all for
the reader to judge whether t h e author's trearme nt of a subjec t
is accurate and c omplete when compared to oth er s o urces on the
subJ e ct.

In this instance , t h en , the reader is called upon to

c ompare writt en sources of information with an eye tow ard
their agreements or disagreements, their completeness or in corr,I=lete n.=; ..~s, ar.J th e ir thoroughness or superficiality in dealing with a subject.

3. 4

Judgments uf Ap-,:ropriateness .

Ev-,

1

\! ,

•!,)n task s of th is typ e

require the student to determ ine whether certain selections or
parts of sel e ction s are relevant and c :m make a contribut ion to
resolving an i ssue or a problem . For exam~ le , a student may
be reque sted to judge the i:art of a se:ection which most ai:.propriat ely describes a character . Or he m::.y be c alled upon to
determine which r ef er-=nces will mak e s ig nificant contribut ion s
t o a report he is preparing.

3.5

Judg ments of Worth , Des irab ility , or Acceptability.

In t hi s

inst ance , the student may be requestea to pass judgments o n
the suitability of a character's action in a pa rticular incident
or episode . Wa s the character right or wrong, good or bad,
or somewhere in between? Tasks of t his nature c all for
opi nions based on the valu es the re ad er has acquired through
h is personal experiences .
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4. 0

Appreciatior... Appreciation involves all the previously cited cogni+ive dimensions of reading, for it deals w!th the psychologic-)1
and aesthetic impact of the selection

OP

the reader

Appreciation

calls for the student to be emotionally and aesthetically sensitive
to the work and to have a reaction to the worth o f i s psychological
and a rtistic e lements . Appreciations rndude both knowledge of an
emotional response to literary techniques , tc.r:ns, sty~es, and s t.:-uctures . Examples of tasks that involve c1ppreciat10n a re

4 .1

Emotional Respons e to the Content

The s tudent is requested

to demonstrate his reaction to a selection in terms of the
visceral effect it had o n him . The emotional impact of a
work rm,y have to do with such things a s its dbi lity w s tirnul~:e
and susta in inte re st , excitement, bcredom, foar , hate , o:
amu s ement on the part of the n:iade:-

4. 2

Identification with Chara cters and Ir c .. .:.'e;nts .

TasJrs of this

nature will elicit responses from thf.. '"e.:3 der that dcmonstr.JtG
his sensitivity to, sympathy for, or f-)mpdthy with char,.wt .rs
and events portrayed by the c uthor.

4 .3

Reactions to the Author's Use of La nguag~ " In this inst a r CL.,
the student is required to recognize ;:md rnsp- r1d to the
author's craftsmanship in h is use of words . Such t:!sks
deal with the semantic dimensions o f a selection, e.g.,
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the connot ations and denotations of work.

4. 4

Imagery. In this instance, the reader is called upon to
recogni ze and respond to the author' s artistic ability to
"paint word pictures" that cause him to visualize, smell,
taste , hear, or feel t he things the author is describing .
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